women who were either orphans, daughters of prostitutes, or abandoned by families too poor to care for them, Lucrezia lived in a convent until she married or decided to become a nun. Hand labor such as cloth production or embroidery and donations from pious patrons covered a girl's maintenance until a prospective husband had made a significant donation to the convent in exchange for her dowry.
Alessio's suit became desperate when he learned that Lucrezia planned to become a nun. He visited a friend whose apartment overlooked the courtyard adjoining S. Caterina, where he finally managed to see and communicate with Lucrezia and some of her friends on several occasions. Through hand signals, head nodding, and a handkerchief that Lucrezia finally tossed into the courtyard for him, the couple affirmed their intentions to marry. Some of these exchanges took place after Lucrezia took her vows and donned the religious habit, a barrier as powerful as the walls of S. Caterina's cloister, but Alessio remained convinced that she was being forced to take the ••>"i^..^':^V \\\fi7» /r^'/VV V<*«fl"V ."y: Convents and conservatories such as S. Caterina dei Funari became increasingly common during the sixteenth century, when the reforming fever of the Counter Reformation heightened fears of female debauchery and led to more vigorous efforts to remove unmarried girls and women from public view. Bolstered by the unquestioned assumption that women needed to be spatially controlled, single women and girls in particular, virtually any event served as a pretext for shepherding girls into a conservatory. Ferrara's major earthquake in 1 570 apparently left many girls and young women homeless, but Duchess Barbara d'Austria quickly remedied that by establishing the conservatory of S. Barbara.
Only twenty years later, another convent, S. Margarita, was established for spinsters and beggars reduced to poverty and misery by the poor economic conditions, and, in particular, to save girls in clanger of being raped.''
The subjects of these rescue efforts had little say in the matter. The statutes of conservatories explicitly permitted girls to be removed from morally dangerous situations, such as living with a mother who was a prostitute, without the permission of either the girl or her motherÎ ndeed, conservatories such as S. Caterina dei Funari were specifically established to prevent girls from falling into prostitution. Once installed in these conservatories, unless they married or took religious vows, girls could not leave except to be lent out as servants for local families.
Unlike Alessio, most men preferred to see a young woman before they decided to marry her. Although they kept the girls securely cloistered within the convents, administrators of conservatories conducted annual processions in which men were allowed to view the girls and select a bride. At S. Caterina, girls were paraded to the nearby churches of the Cesu and S. Maria sopra Minerva, or to the church of SS. Apostoli and back, while the orphans at Santo Spirito traversed the Borgo from the Tiber to St. Peter's for their processions. 9 In 1611, 157 girls took part in the procession, but none were held for the next twenty years because one girl was either abducted or ran off. The processions resumed only when it became apparent that men were no longer seeking out the girls as wives. Thus, the doors of the cloister did open on rare occasions but only to make their wards available to the male gaze, albeit briefly.
It is something of an irony then, that although the chief function of convents was to keep women out of sight, one of the major concerns of civic leaders in the Renaissance was to bring nuns of saintly reputation to occupy the city's convents. The chief architect of this policy for Ferrara was Duke Ercole I, who spared no expense to induce reputedly holy women from elsewhere in Italy to come to Ferrara. Suor Lucia Brocadelli of Viterbo, who was reported to have the marks of Christ's wounds in her body (the stigmata) was vigorously pursued by Ercole Once installed in their convents, however, no matter how widespread their reputations for sanctity, the women remained out of sight for all but a few noble women and the priest charged with supervising the convent. The nuns were not expected to perform any visible public role; on the contrary, their public responsibility was precisely to be invisible while they prayed for the well-being of the city and its residents. With their prayers, the nuns were expected to erect a holy barrier against evil, plague, and bad luck, a virtual set of walls deemed as efficacious as the brick bastions that surrounded the city. Michele
Savonarola reported that Ercole's predecessor Duke Borso d'Este patronized the churches of S. Antonio in Polesine and Corpus Domini in Ferrara, where "one hundred and fifty virgins pray day and night to Cod on behalf of our city" (Figs. 2b and 2c ). '^Their prayers were also considered to be efficacious on an individual level. Hence, numerous ferrarese citizens of both sexes and all classes left bequests to the various convents in exchange for prayers, masses, or other devotions to be conducted on behalf of the deceased. '3 Males in the secular and religious hierarchies of Renaissance Italian cities were extremely uncomfortable about women living alone or in groups outside the convent, with all that such living implied about the absence of supervision by male clerics. Lay communities, groups of women living together in piety but without taking religious vows, flourished in the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries but were gradually forced to disband or regularize the membership by entering a specific religious order (Fig. 7) . Such was the case with Corpus Domini in Ferrara, which began as a lay community; after the death of the founder, Bernardina Sedezzari, it was forced to recompose as a community of Poor Clare nuns within twenty-five years.'" Access to the women was controlled by a series of sophisticated mechanisms from clothing to the architecture of the convents themselves.
Clothes provided the most intimate line of defense. Upon taking religious vows, nuns donned robes of black and white that covered them from head to foot to hands; severe headdresses and veils covered hair, head, and throat (Fig. 1) Once a nun took her vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience, she became permanently off-limits to all males except her confessor and the priest who served mass. The habit became the visible symbol of her status, a barrier that no male could legally penetrate. Lucrezia's gesture of tossing the handkerchief she had embroidered to Alessio across the courtyard constituted a remarkable act of defiance, a breach of the rules of behavior in late sixteenth century convents all the more remarkable for having been done by a woman who had already donned the nun's habit. 
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In the Middle Ages, cities such as Ferrara consistently located convents outside the city walls or on the periphery of the inhabited area; spatial location well away from residences insured a degree of invisibility. The site of S. Antonio in Polesine, for example, was originally an island in the Po on the south-eastern boundary of Ferrara, an area enclosed within the city's walls only in 1442. By the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, most convents had been incorporated within city walls. In Ferrara, this happened in the last decade of the fifteenth century, when Ercole erected a new set of walls and vastly enlarged the area incorporated within them.
The high walls of the convents served as the most visible barrier to the outside world. Although city streets in Ferrara and other Renaissance Italian cities were lined by walled enclosures for family pa\azz\ as well as less noble dwellings, a convent was immediately recognizable because of the virtually uninterrupted expanse of its brick walls. Openings through which passersby could see into the interior of the compound or from which those inside could look out were strictly forbidden (Figs. 4 and 5 ).
No efforts to protect women in convents from seeing or being seen were spared. The windows at S. Maria delle Crazie in Ferrara were raised in order to prevent the nuns from seeing outside, but more serious was Duchess Eleonora's concern that Franciscan monks at the nearby monastery of San Francesco could see the nuns of Corpus Domini from their bell tower. In August 1493, she ordered that the tower be permanently sealed. The monks launched a protest with Duke Ercole, from non-members who might be attending mass by single or double grilles (Fig. 6 ). The chorus area itself usually consisted of elaborately carved wooden seats and pictorial decorations representing sacred subjects. If family members, officials, or tradesmen needed to meet with a nun, they went to a room known as the parlatorio, or talking room (see Fig. 6 , the room to the right of the church). Because of cloister rules that forbade visitors from seeing or touching nuns, a wheel, or mda, was devised that allowed a nun to be heard or receive an object without being seen (Fig. 8) . Set into the wall in a wood frame, the roda consisted of two wooden circles set horizontally and linked by a vertical pivot. Three vertical panels were placed so that one could rotate the roda to transfer objects without being seen.
The spatial control of women during the Renaissance was asserted through laws and religious practices, but it was formalized with a series of physical barriers. Murray.'^The assumption nurtured by such omissions is that the architectural design of female monasteries is uninteresting and therefore not worth including in such surveys. It is possible to turn this assumption on its head by asserting that architecture gives physical form to spatial practices. Shaped as they are by conceptual schemes about the world, people, political, social, and economic roles, and spatial practices, the buildings and urban configurations that they produce repeat and reinforce those selfsame governing assumptions. The desire of men during the Renaissance to remove large numbers of women from public view by closeting them in convents ritually reinforced their spatial isolation, an attitude repeated in subsequent generations when female monasteries were demolished or ignored rather than celebrated as many male monasteries have been.
The modest goal of this short essay is to make visible the buildings and spatial practices for women in convents and to contribute to rethinking how we teach and understand architectural history.'^'^S and Maestro Adriano Franceschini of Ferrara. Special mention goes to the students in the class on Women and Space I taught at MIT in 1998, whose thoughtful (and boundlessly energetic!) participation helped me refine my theoretical premises.
